
START We began the walk out of Settle up 
steep streets onto the fell side via a bridleway. 

The walk took us further up and further away 
from Settle in a northerly direction towards 
the eastern fringes of Langcliffe before we 
headed on a gentle incline to Winskill Stones 
which would lead us to Catrigg Force. This 
initial walk in the quite of the Yorkshire Dales is 
great and on a clear day you can get fantastic 
views of Pen-y-ghent.

Catrigg Force is a beautiful waterfall 
surrounded by a quaint little wood. It is a 
wonderful place to dwell a while and so we 
did. The water cascades down the falls in an 
area of deep tree lined idyll. This is fantastic in 
itself but you are in for a surprise yet if you’ve 
never been here before. Then I spotted a path 
leading down into the wood and followed it 
as it winded down to running water at the 
bottom. There were more smaller waterfalls 
here to enjoy but as I tracked back upstream 
I walked into a vast open area surrounded 
by deep rock sides that had been cut out by 
the major waterfall when it was a much more 
potent force. The area was charming, and it 
was here that we stayed a while watching the 
water flow over the top and down into the pool 
it had created 25 feet below.
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Follow in the footsteps of the ‘Walking English Man’...

The walk begins and ends from the Falcon Manor in Settle, one of the most popular Yorkshire 
Dales market towns. It is certainly one of the prettiest. The walk from the town starts with a 

climb to higher ground followed by a fell walk to visit to a lovely secluded waterfall.  
Then the walk follows open fells and quiet road before visiting Victoria Cave and  

Attermire Scar before returning to Settle.

Walking route kindly provided by www.walkingenglishman.com

START: SETTLE                     DISTANCE: 11.2 miles (17.9 km) CLIMBING: 586 metres

GRID REF: SD819637                  TIME: 4-5 hours                RATING: Hard



After Catrigg Force had beguiled us we reluctantly 
left and followed a footpath east across fi elds 
between Gorside and Cowbeck to reach roadside 
which we followed east to a t-junction at Henside. 
Then we took the right fork to Capon Hall before 
leaving the roadside to follow footpaths to the 
north of Langcliffe Scar and then past Jubilee 
Cave before continuing south to Victoria Cave. 
The walk was fantastic on lovely velvet ground in 
the best of limestone country. Even the section 
along the road was lovely, there was hardly a car to 
interrupt the peace of the Yorkshire Dales.

We reached was Victoria Cave. At the cave 
Stewart, who had been visibly waning for some 
time perked up. We peered into the cave without 
entering. We explored the outside for this area 
is a place to explore at length. The limestone 
formations are some of the best, a fantastic part of 
the Dales and one of my all time favourite places 
in this great park. The views of limestone outcrops 
and pavements are superb and almost unabating 
as you leave one interesting limestone formation 
and are suddenly faced with another. This brilliant 
section is about three miles long if you include a 
diversion to Settle Scar but it never feels it and it is 
one of those walks that you will do time and time 
again.

I walked on and after the fi nal climb onto the fell 
top above Settle and admired the view.
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The view from near Catrigg Force


